1st INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ETHICS, BIOETHICS AND SPORT
(Zagreb and Varaždin, Croatia, March 23–24, 2018)

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

FRIDAY, MARCH 23, 2018

Location
“Fritz Jahr” Conference hall, Centre for Integrative Bioethics, Ivana Lučića 1a, Zagreb

9.00–10.00 Opening ceremony: Hrvoje Jurić, president of the Croatian Bioethics Society, Tomislav Krznar, president of the Croatian Philosophical Society

Plenary lecture

10.00–10.45 WILLIAM JOHN MORGAN (United States of America):
Games and Sport: Conceptual and Normative Issues

10.45–11.15 Discussion

Lectures and discussion

11.15 – 11.45 MATIJA MATO ŠKERBIĆ (Croatia)
Bioethics of Sport and its Place in the Philosophy of Sport

11.45 – 12.15 SANDRA RADENOVIĆ (Serbia)
Ethical Committees and Professional Sports – ‘Bioethicalization’ of Sports as a Need?

12.15 – 12.45 ANA MASKALAN (Croatia)
Sporting the Glass Jaw: Views on Women in Sports

LUNCH – catering from “Kod Pere” Restaurant in the Centre of Excellence for Integrative Bioethics

Lectures and Discussions
14.15 – 14.45 MICHAEL GEORGE (Canada) 
'Ultimate'- Sport as Testing Ground for Values
14.45 – 15.15 MORANA BRKLJAČIĆ (Croatia) 
Fair Play as Moral Category for the Games
15.15 – 15.45 SUNČICA BARTOLUCI (Croatia) 
„Tell them they don't bite“– Sport and Disability in the Croatian Context

COFFEE BREAK

16.00 – 16.30 MILOŠ MARKOVIĆ (Serbia) 
Introducing Ethics of Physical Culture as a Subject into Faculties that Educate Staff for the Area of Physical Culture
16.30 – 17.00 BRUNO ĆURKO (Croatia) 
Early Bioethical Education, Critical Thinking, and Sport
17.00 – 17.30 MILAN HOSTA (Slovenia) 
Bioethical Fundamentals of Playness Pedagogy
17.30 – 18.00 MIROSLAV IMBRIŠEVIĆ (United Kingdom) 
Justifications for Strategic Fouling

18.00 Departure for Varaždin by organized bus

SATURDAY, March 24, 2018

Miesto / Location
“Erdödy Palace” Concert Hall, Capuchin Square 8, Varaždin

9.00–9.30 Opening ceremony: Ivan Čehok, mayor of Varaždin

Lectures and discussion

9.30 – 10.30 JIM PARRY (United Kingdom / Czech Republic) 
The Standard Body
10.30 – 11.00 JULIJA ERHARDT (Croatia) 
Neuroethics of Sport
11.00 – 11.30 PETRA KORAČ (Croatia) 
Genet(h)ics and Sport
COFFEE BREAK

11.45 – 12.05 IVICA KELAM (Croatia)
   Violence as a Bioethical Issue in Sport
12.05 – 12.25 TOMISLAV VRBNJAK (Croatia)
   Ethical issues of Sports Injuries- Physiotherapist View

LUNCH – Catering from „Verglec Restaurant“ at the Erdödy Palace

Lectures and discussion

14.00 – 14.30 IGOR ETEROVIĆ (Croatia)
   Do Climbing Mountain, Sport, and Bioethics Go Together? In Search of Sound Philosophy of Mountaineering
14.30 – 15.00 IVANA ZAGORAC (Croatia)
   Promoting Environmental Awareness in and through Sports: Can Deep Ecology Serve as Guidance?
15.00 – 15.30 TOMISLAV KRZNAR (Croatia)
   Animals and/in Sport
15.30 – 16.00 LEV KREFT (Slovenia)
   From Kant to Contemporary Ethics of Sport

FREE TIME until 19.00

19.00 Departure for Zagreb by organized bus